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EXPRESSIVENESS
The theme of the home or room limits the choice of furniture.
For example, a cottage expressing informality, comfort, and sim-
plicity calls for furniture of the same characteristics. The kind of
wood, the shape of the article, the style, and the color, all are
elements that help to create the mood or expressiveness desired.
STYLE
Three general choices of style are possible: period, cottage, or
Modern. If the choice is period or cottage, specific periods or
types must be selected. Naturally the furniture on hand and the
style of the house affect these decisions.
BEAUTY
Good design in furniture is somewhat scarce. * Poor design is
illustrated on page 247. One general rule to follow as a guide in
the selection of furniture is that the plainer things are the better.
The most distinctive furniture is that made by well-known de-
signers, some of whom have their own shops in large cities. See
page 264 for a good example.
UTILITY
The first test of a piece of furniture is utility. Unless an article
is useful it should not be given space in the home, regardless of its
beauty or sentimental association. In a small home a Duncan
Phyfe sofa would be less desirable than a Non-period sofa that
could serve as an occasional guest bed.
Sometimes double purposes make furniture more valuable, as
the radio that is also an end table (page 422), the low bookshelves
that can be used as a seat when a large group is to be accommo-
dated for a short time, or the useful electric cabinet that is a heater
in winter and a cooler in summer.
The most utilitarian furniture procurable for small quarters is
the modern unit furniture consisting of cupboards, shelves, tables,
radios, desks, and chairs designed to fit into compact, contiguous
groups. See page 260. Unit furniture helps to make a room serve
several purposes since it conceals miscellaneous equipment. The
effect is architectural with pleasing continuity of line.

